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   The advisory jurisdiction is the authority of the International tribunal to 
give advisory opinions on the legal issues raised by the applicant. Generally, the 
advisory opinion is not legally binding. Compared with the contentious 
jurisdiction, the legal authority of the advisory opinion is more conducive for 
the settlement of international maritime disputes. At present, the advisory 
jurisdiction of ITLOS as a full court caused much controversy, and many 
different explanations also exist in the law application rules of its procedures. 
In "China South Sea Arbitration Case", China is currently in the unfavorable 
situation. In order to deal with the possibility of the advisory jurisdiction filed, 
it is necessary to discuss the advisory jurisdiction of the Tribunal. 
   The paper contains four chapters: 
   In chapter 1, it introduces the growth of the advisory jurisdiction in 
International judicial institutions, and the differences between contentious 
jurisdiction and advisory jurisdiction. It will also briefly introduce ITLOS and 
the Seabed Dispute Chamber. 
   In chapter 2, the paper will analyse the legal basis of advisory jurisdiction 
of Tribunal. It will explain that the legal basis of the advisory jurisdiction of the 
Tribunal in Article 138 of Rules of ITLOS could be conferred by implied power 
and judicial functionalism, with the theory of express authorization, implied 
power and inherent power, combined with the ICJ cases and articles. 
   In chapter 3, it will analyse the applicable procedure rules of the advisory 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal. According to international agreement specially 
related to the purpose of the Convention, the Tribunal determines the specific 
scope of authorization, states and international organizations can serve as the 
applicant of advisory opinions for the related legal questions . The Tribunal 















advisory process. In order to expand its advisory jurisdiction, the Tribunal 
avoids the principle of the consent of a state in practice.  
   In chapter 4, it will introduce the advisory cases in maritime---2010 
“Responsibilities and Obligation of States case” and 2014“SRFC case”, 
combined with “China South Sea dispute” to analyse Chinese negative position 
to the advisory jurisdiction. The paper will briefly discuss the future 
development of the the advisory jurisdiction of ITLOS, so as to encourage 
China to adopt a combination of judicial and diplomatic means to solve 
international maritime disputes and take the rational use of the Advisory 
jurisdiction. 
 















缩略语 英文全称 中文全称 
ITLOS 
The International Tribunal of the 
Law of the Sea 
国际海洋法法庭 
UNCLOS 
United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sea 
联合国海洋法公约 
ICJ International Court of Justice 国际法院 
PCIJ  

































案例表（Table of Cases） 
英文全称 中文简称 
Certain Expenses of the United Nations 联合国经费案 
Nuclear Tests  核试验案 
Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, 
Hungary and Romania 
和约解释案 
International Status of South West Africa 西南非国际地位案 
Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 
1951 between the WHO and Egypt 
1951 协定解释案 
Legal Consequences for States of the 
Continued Presence of South Africa in 
Namibia notwithstanding Security Council 
Resolution  
纳米比亚问题案  
Legal Consequence of the Construction of a 
Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory c 
隔离墙法律后果案 
Effect of Awards of Compensation Made by 
United Nations Administrative Tribunal 
裁决效力案 
Request for an Advisory Opinion submitted by 
the SRFC  
分区域渔业委员会案 
Reparation for Injures suffered in the service 
of the United Nations  
求偿案 
Responsibilities and Obligation of States 
Sponsoring Persons and Entities with Respect 
to Activities in the Area  
担保国责任与义务案 
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